Track seeks .500 record

Students interested in discussing the Duke University Graduate Program in Health Administration should contact Susan Hougl, Chief Health Professions Adviser.

Snow tires, used one winter, Kenner Sport, size "C75-15" (6.5-5/15), studless, four-ply, polyester fiberbelt, tubular whitewall, original price on Volvo set was $45.00. Science fiction writer seeks technical help and ideas on high voltage electricity story. Liberg 426-7070.

For Sale: Equipment for sale, 25-50% off on most brands. All cards with cash. Full warranty, one day delivery, 30 day exchange on defective units. Call Bob, 253-4242 (keep trying).

Mulberry Typing Studio (617) 864-6683

[Contact information]

The insurance helpline: 876-0876.

What's "No-fault"? How much is apartment insurance? We'll give you the answers to all your insurance questions without giving you a sales pitch. Just call Dick Ramsey any weekday.

W.T. Phelan & Co. Insurance Agency Inc. Since 1896
11 Dunster St., Harvard Square (next to the Holyoke Center).
876-0876. Representatives Arts, Travelers, Farmpton.

FINNERY'S
Sporting Goods
91 Blanchard Road
Cambridge, Mass. (617) 492-2424

24-Hour Service
As close as your phone

Join the third biggest family in the world.

Imagine an order of 25,000 priests and brothers in 73 countries around the world. (That's a pretty big family.) But that's what the Salesians of St. John Bosco are all about — a large family of community-minded men dedicated to the service of youth. (And no one gets lost.) In the 1860's a chance meeting between a poor priest and a street urchin served to create a movement of such success that it is still growing today. Don Bosco became the priest who brought youth back from the streets — and back to God. He reasoned that a program of play, love and prayer would make useful citizens of the world. He crowded make useful citizens of the world. He crowded out evil with reason, religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard of) atmosphere of family spirit.

The ideas of St. John Bosco are still with us today. His work goes on in boys clubs, technical and academic schools, guidance centers, summer camps and missions. And his very human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the Salesians. This is the way he wanted it. This is the way it is. The Salesian experience isn't learned at school — it's lived.

For more information about Salesian Priests and Brothers, mail this coupon to:
Father Joseph, S.D.B., Room A-175
Salesians of St. John Bosco
Filibus Lane, West Haven, N.Y. 10893

I am interested in the Priesthood  [ ] Brotherhood [ ]

[Contact information]

Turners' Package Store
23 White St.
Porter Sq., Cambridge (in Star Market)
Cambridge 547-3110

THIRTY-fourth Annual

Friends of the Earth
144 Mass Ave., Cambridge, Mass. C2139

Help us SAVE THE WHALES

Don't buy Japanese or Russian products

Buy White Oval Whale Buttons (Pictured)

$1.00 Donation or 
$1.25

GREAT CHRISTMAS STOCKING GIFT!

Thirsty Liquors

Where Wines Are Spoken...

CHAMPAGNE AND SPARKLING WINES

Bot. Case
Paul Masson Brut & Extra Dry $3.99
Francois Monopole Blanc de Blancs 1971 3.99
Le Duc Blanc de Blancs 1973 4.99
Moet & Chandon White Star Extra Dry 6.69
Taittinger's Brut 8.69

BORDEAUX

Chateau Montplaisir 1970 $1.99
Chateau Cane 1971 2.19
Chateau Citre 1967 2.79
Chateau Fonbrugse 1970 3.69
Chateau Fourchais Hosten 1.36
Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1986 16.95

BEAUJOILAS

Beaujolais Chavelier 1974 2.19
Chateau de Pizay 1971 1.79
Beaujolais Villages Louis Jadot 1974 2.99

RHONE

Beaune de Veneas Cotes du Rhone 1974 2.19
Chateau de Pape Beaujalous 1970 5.49
Chateau du-Du-Pape 1974 5.19
Dumaine de La Soutide 1971 5.19

GERMAN - MOSELLE

Bot. Case
Zellier Schwartz Katz 1974 1.99
Krever Nackarthof 1974 1.99
Bereich Berntelliot Riesling 1974 1.99
Hinterer Guldhoehlen Sparreicht 1974 2.95
Winkelre Sonnenhoh - Qualitatswein 1974 2.69

For a different plate of food, join the Intercollegiate Roundup and order from both restaurants.

Peter Jackson '76 scored 24 for MIT, putting him just 22 points away from being the seventh player in school history to score 1000 points in his career. Steve Riley led the Judges with 18 points, while Walter Harfang pulled pulled down 12 rebounds for the victorious Brandeis squad.

Roster losses have met with much dismay among MIT coaches, but the new NCAA rule may have given the Engineers their best JV basketball (0-1) team in years. They put on their best performance in some time, losing to a very capable Brandeis team, 83-82, Tuesday night.

Tom Herman '79 had an excellent game for MIT, scoring 22, pulling down nine rebounds, blocking two shots, stealing five passes, and passing off for another seven baskets. Howard Range '78 had 14 rebounds for the Engineers, while Bob Birrell led Brandeis scorers with 17 points.

The varsity faces Norwich in the Cage tonight at 7:30, with both the JV and varsity squads taking on 1975 NCAA tournament qualifier RPI Saturday night at MIT.

Classified advertising

FOR SALE: Cambridge, 3 bedroom, 2 bathrooms, furnished, 1050 Mass Ave., $2500.00. (617) 496-5154. Jill of All Trades: Cambridge professional couple with school-aged children needs help with cooking, light housework, grocery shopping. Car desirable. May bring child if necessary. Good pay. 3 afternoons/week, Mon., Tues., Thurs. 1:30-6:00.

INTERCOLLEGIATE TEAM TRACK seeks points away from being the seventh player in school history to score 1000 points in his career. Steve Riley led the Judges with 18 points, while Walter Harfang pulled pulled down 12 rebounds for the victorious Brandeis squad.

Roster losses have met with much dismay among MIT coaches, but the new NCAA rule may have given the Engineers their best JV basketball (0-1) team in years. They put on their best performance in some time, losing to a very capable Brandeis team, 83-82, Tuesday night.

Tom Herman '79 had an excellent game for MIT, scoring 22, pulling down nine rebounds, blocking two shots, stealing five passes, and passing off for another seven baskets. Howard Range '78 had 14 rebounds for the Engineers, while Bob Birrell led Brandeis scorers with 17 points.

The varsity faces Norwich in the Cage tonight at 7:30, with both the JV and varsity squads taking on 1975 NCAA tournament qualifier RPI Saturday night at MIT.